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1. INTRODUCTION 
In terms of incidence alone it is possible to define an affine plane, as Artin 
does [I], by calling lines parallel if they do not intersect, and basing the 
definition on the Euclidean axiom that there is a unique parallel to a line 
through a point not on the line. In higher dimensions we can define afine 
geometry by deleting the points and lines of a hyperplane from a projective 
geometry, using the axioms of Veblen and Young [4]. 
It is an easy exercise to show that the Artin approach and that of Veblen 
and Young agree in the definition of an afIine plane. Sut in higher dimensions 
it is not clear how an afline geometry can be defined directly so that it can be 
shown to arise from a projective geometry by deleting the points and lines of 
a hyperplane. This paper gives a set of axioms which have this property. 
We must define parallelism in such a way that nonintersecting lines in a plane 
are parallel. But the real surprise is that this is not enough. In Section 5 an 
example is given of a geometry in which every plane is an afhne plane, but the 
geometry as a whole is not an afline geometry. If we think of the embedding 
of an affine geometry into a projective geometry, lines are parallel if and only 
if they pass through the same projective point at infinity. In particular, the 
abstract property of parallelism between lines must be transitive, and three 
parallel lines need not lie in a plane. Thus the axiom of transitivity of 
parallelism (Axiom A4 in Section 2) is a three-dimensional axiom. 
The axioms are given in Section 2. Affine planes are defined in Section 3, 
and their main properties are developed there. The issue as to whether or not 
the plane is Desarguesian does not arise. In Section 4, the ideal (infinite) 
points and lines are defined and adjoined to the affine geometry. It is shown 
that the resulting geometry is a projective geometry. 
From the treatment here, it follows that if we have an incidence geometry, 
consisting of points and certain distinguished subsets of points which we call 
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lines, then if any three independent points (i.e., three points not on a line) 
lie in a projective plane, the entire geometry is a projective geometry. The 
corresponding result is false for affine geometries, as the example in Section 5 
shows. But if any four independent points (i.e., four points not in a plane) 
lie in an afline geometry, then the whole geometry is an affine geometry. 
It is an open question of some interest to find which geometries exist in 
which any three points not on a line lie in a unique affine plane, but are not 
themselves affine geometries. 
2. THE AXIOMS FOR AFFINE GEOMETRY 
The undefined elements of an affine geometry AG are called points and 
certain subsets of the points are called lines. If a point P is one of the points 
of a line k, we say that P lies on k or that k contains P, and write P E k. If P 
lies on two different lines k and 112, we say that k and m intersect in P. There 
is also a relationship of parallelism defined between certain pairs of lines. 
Axioms on Parallelism 
Al. Given a point P not OH a line m, there is one and only one line k contain&g 
P and parallel to m. 
A2, If a line k is parallel to a line m, then k and m do not have a point in 
common. 
A3. If a line k is parallel to a line m, then m is parallel to k. 
A4 If a line k is parallel to a line m, and ;f m is parallel to a line t, then k 
is parallel to t ;f k and t are different lines. 
The relation of being parallel or identical is thus an equivalence relation, 
and we may speak of a class of parallel lines. 
Axioms on Intersection 
A5. There is one and only one line containing two distinct points P and Q. 
Because of this axiom, if P and Q are distinct points we shall speak of the 
line PQ, this being the unique line containing P and Q. 
A 
A6. 
D 
L 
E 
F 
B c 
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If A, B, C are distinct points zot on a lize, and if D f A is a point 011 tke 
line AB, and ;f E + A is a point on the line AC, then the line DE either contains 
a point F in common with the line BC or DE is parallel to BC. 
n7. 
F 
If B is a point of a line k and if C is a point of a line m parallel to k and ;f D 
is a point of k, and E is a point of m, then either the line DE has a point F in 
common with the line BC or DE and BC are parallel. 
B C 
If A, B, C are distinct points not 072 a line and if D + A is a point of the 
line AB, then the parallel to BC tkrough D contains a point E of AC. 
Note here that necessarily E f A, since DA is not parallel to BC.. 
D E 
jL_ 
0 c 
If B is a point of a line k and if C is a point of a line m parallel to k, and if 
D # B is a point of k, then the parallel to BC through D contains a point E 
of the line m. 
MO. Every line contains at least tzrro distinct points. 
3. AFFINE PLANES 
There are several ways of defining an affine plane from the axioms of 
Section 2, but the following seems to be convenient: 
481/21/3-12 
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DEFINITION. Given a line m and a point P not on m, a plane * = r(P, m) 
is the set of points on lines PS where S is a point of m and on the line k 
containing P and parallel to m. 
In this section we shall show that a plane r contains all points on the line 
joining two distinct points of ?T and that the plane is independent of the 
particular point-line pair used to define it. 
THEOREM 3.1. If Q E r(P, m) and Q $ m, then r(Q, m) = r(P, m). 
Proof. There are two cases to be considered: (i) Q is on a line PS, S E m 
and (ii) Q is on k, the parallel to m through P. Of course if P = Q there is 
nothing to prove. 
Case (i). Q is on a line PS with S E m. Let TB be a point on a line QT with 
T E m. If T = S, then IV is a point on QPS and so is a point of r(P, m). 
If T f S, then Q, T, S are three points not on a line, and so by A6 the line 
PTB either intersects the line ST, which is m, in a point R or is the parallel to 
m through P. In either case IV is a point of m(P, m). Thus, all points on lines 
QT with T E 5’ are points of r(P, m). Now consider a point Y + Q on the 
parallel to m through Q. In A8 take P, Q, I’ in the role of A, B, C and T in 
the role of D. Then m, the parallel to QE’ through T intersects PY in a point E. 
Then, as E E m, I’, as a point of PE, is a point of r(P, m). Hence every point 
of 77(,Q, m) is a point of n(P, m). 
Case (ii). Q is on k, the parallel to m through P. Here, of course, every 
point of k is a point of ,(P, m). Let T be a point on a line QTS with S E m. 
Then P, Q, T are three points not on a line, and by A8, m the parallel to PQ 
through S intersects PT in a point II;. Thus, T is a point of the line PW with 
bt’ E m and so is a point of r(P, m). Thus also in this case every point of 
~(0, m) is a point of n(P, m). 
Now if Q is a point of Z-(P, m) and Q $ m, it is immediate that P is a point 
of rr(Q, m), and P $ m. Thus interchanging the roles of P and Q the above 
argument shows that every point of r(P, m) is a point of x(Q, m) and so we 
may conclude that r(Q, m) = n(P, m), the conclusion of our theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. If R # S are two distinct points of r(P, m) then every 
point of the line RS is a poixt of z-(P, m). 
Proof. If both R and S are on m then the line RS is the line m and the 
conclusion holds. If, say, R $ m, then by Theorem 3.1. r(P, m) = r(R, m). 
With S E r(R, m), then either S is on a line RT with T E 772 or RS is the parallel 
to m through R. In both cases all points of RS are points of ?r(R, m) = r(P, m). 
LEMMA. If k is a line of w(P, LIZ) intersecting m in a point A, thejz there 
is a point Q of a(P, m) not on m and not on k. 
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Proof. If P $ K, we may take Q = P. If P E k, take Q f P on the paraiiel 
to m through P. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let k be a line of m(P, nz) ixtevsecting m in a point B. Let Q 
be a point of m-(P, wz) not on m and not on k. Then z-(P, m) = n(Q, m) = -rr(Q, k). 
Proof. As Q $ m, n(P, m) = rr(Q, m ) f rom Theorem 3.1. Let C be a point 
on k different from B. Since C E rr(Q, m) QC either intersects m in a point 
S or QC is the parallel to m through Q. Hence, by A8 or A4 the parallel to k 
through Q intersects m in a point T. Thus, by Theorem 3.2, all poinrs of QT 
are points of z-(Q, m). Similarly, all points on lines QS with S E k are points 
of rr(Q, m). Thus, all points of ‘rr(Q, k) are points of rr(Q, m). By the same 
argument, all points of n(Q, m) are points of ~(0, k). 
THEOREM 3.4. If k is a line of m( p, nz) and 0 is a point of r(P, m) not on k, 
then n(P, m) = r(Q, k). 
Proof. If k and m intersect in a point B, then by the lemma there is a point 
T not on k and not on m, and by Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 we have z-(P, m) = 
P(T, m) = r(T, k) = ~$0, k). If k an m do not intersect, choose a point B d 
on m and a point C on k, and let BC be on a line I’. Let S be a point not on m 
or T, and let Y be a point not on Y or k. Then by Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 we 
have n(P, m) = r(S, m) = r(S, r) = r(V, 7) = r(V, k) = r(Q, k). 
From here on we may speak of a plane z without reference to the particular 
point line pair, P, m used to define it. 
THEOREM 3.5. If k and m are two lines of a plane 7~ then. either k and m 
intersect or k and m are parallel. 
Proof. Choose P, Q two distinct points on k. If either of these is on m, 
then k and m intersect. If not, then Z- = n(P, m). If Q is on the parallel to m 
through P, then PQ = k is parallel to m. Otherwise Q is on a line PS with 
SE m and k = PQ = PS intersects m in S. 
It is worth noting that there is one and only one affine plane containing two 
intersecting lines and one and only one affine plane containing two parallel 
lines. For if we call one of the lines m and take P as a point of the other line 
but not on WZ, then both lines lie in n(P, m). 
4. INTRODUCTION OF IDEAL ELEMENTS. 
EMBEDDING IN A PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY 
Following Veblen and Young [4] we take these axioms to define a projective 
geometry. 
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Pl. There is one and only one line containing two distinct points P and Q. 
P2. JY!L E F 
C 
If A, B, C are distilzct points not on a line and ij D # A is a point of BB, and if 
E # A is a point of AC, then there is a point F common to DE and BC. 
P3. Every line contains at least three distinct points. 
We shall adjoin certain additional points and lines to the points and lines 
of our given afine geometry and show that the enlarged system of points and 
lines is a projective geometry. We shall speak of the points and lines of the 
afEne geometry as finite points and lines, and the new points and lines as 
ideal points and lines or alternately points and lines at infinity. 
DEFINITION. For each class of parallel lines an ideal point is adjoined 
to each of these lines and to no other finite lines. 
DEFINITION. If r is an afline plane, the set of ideal points adjoined to the 
lines of v is an ideal line. 
Having adjoined ideal points to our geometry and defined lines in the 
enlarged geometry we must now show that the axioms Pl, P2, P3 hold in 
this enlarged geometry. 
A finite line contains at least two distinct finite points by A10 and an ideal 
point has been added to it, so that in the enlarged geometry it contains at 
least three distinct points. In a plane r = r(P, m) if R and S are two finite 
points on m, then through P there are at least the three distinct lines PA, PS, 
and the parallel to m. Hence, there are at least three different ideal points 
on the ideal line of ideal points adjoined to lines of r. Thus axiom P3 holds in 
the enlarged geometry. 
If two distinct points P and Q are both finite, then there is one and only 
one finite line joining them by A5, and no infinite line contains any finite 
point. Thus, in the enlarged geometry, P and Q are still contained in one and 
only one line. If one of the points P, is finite and the other Q is infinite let m 
be a finite line to which Q has been adjoined. By axiom Al, if P is on m, PQ 
is m, and if P is not on m, then PQ is the unique parallel to m through P. 
Thus again, there is one and only one line through P and Q. We shall speak 
somewhat loosely of infinite points as determining “directions” so that here 
we might speak of the line through P in the direction Q. It remains to show 
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that axiom PI holds if both P and Q are infinite points and this is not at ali 
trivial. In proving this we shall use axiom A4 for the first time. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let rrI and rr2 be two j%ite planes mhose ideal lines both 
contain tujo distinct ideal points X and Y. Then the ideal liaes of rI and r2 are 
identical. 
Proof. First we note that if z-r1 and r2 have a finite point R in common 
then r1 and us are identical. For the lines RX and RY are intersecting finite 
lines common to rrI and 7~s from which it follows that rr, and TT~ are identical 
and so of course their ideal lines. Hence assume that z-r1 and ~a have no finite 
point in common. 
Z 
A 
t Y 
P 
m 
a 
X 
S 
Let 2 be any ideal point different from X and Y on the ideal line of ZT, . 
Let Q be any finite point of 7r1 . By assumption, some line of irr contains the 
infinite point X and so this line or its unique parallel through Q is a line of nI , 
which we shall designate as m. Similarly, QY is a line t of vI ~ If P is a finite 
point of t different from Q, the line PZ is a line of 7rI different from t and not 
parallel to WZ, so that from Theorem 3.5 PZ intersects wz in a finite point S 
different from Q. Let R be any finite point of zra , and Iet RX be the line h of 
rs and Ry the line k of r, . Now Q and R are distinct points since we are 
assuming that rI and na have no finite point in common. The lines k and t 
are parallel, and so by A9 the parallel to QR through P meets k in a fiuite 
point M. Similarly, by A9, since m and h are parallel, the parallel to QR 
through S meets h in a finite point T. Hence, by A4, since PM and ST are 
both parallel to QR, it follows that PM and ST are parallel to each other. 
Hence, PM and ST lie in a unique plane us. By Theorem 3.5, the lines PS 
and MT either intersect in a finite point W’ or they are parallel. But if they 
intersect in a finite point IV, this is a finite point common to 7~1 and rz , 
contrary to our assumption. Hence PS and MT are parallel and so MT 
contains the ideal point 2 of PS. This means that 2 is also a point of the 
ideal line of VT@ . Thus, every ideal point of vI is an ideai point of ~a and in the 
same way every ideal point of z-a is an ideal point of 7rI I This proves our 
theorem. 
Theorem 4.1 completes the proof that axiom PI holds in the enlarged 
geometry. 
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The verification that P2 holds in the enlarged geometry must be divided 
into a number of cases depending on which of the given points A, B, C, D, E 
are finite and which are infinite. Let us note that if D = B or E = C then 
the conclusion is trivial, so that we may assume D # B, E + C. We may 
interchange D and E, and simultaneously B and C without affecting the 
axiom and similarly interchange B and D and simultaneously E and C. 
Case 1. All of d, B, C, D, E are finite. 
Axiom A6 gives the existence of F, either as a finite point or as the ideal 
point on the parallel lines BC and DE. 
Case 2. ,4 is infinite, B, C, D, E are finite. 
Axiom A7 gives the existence of F either as a finite point, or as the ideal 
point on the parallel lines BC and DE. 
Case 3. A is finite and exactly one of B, C, D, E, is infinite, which we may 
take to be E. 
This is Axiom A8 in which A, B, C, D, E take the roles respectively of 
B, A, C, D, E of P2 while the ideal point on BC of A8 takes the role of E of P2. 
Case 4. A is finite and exactly two of B, C, D, E, are infinite. If D and E 
are infinite, then DE is the infinite line of the plane ABC and the conclusion 
is merely that the infinite point of the finite line BC lies on the infinite line 
of the plane. The reason is the same if B and C are infinite points. Since a 
line containing two distinct infinite points cannot contain any finite points, 
we cannot have A finite and both B and D infinite (or alternately both C and 
E infinite). But we can have 4 finite and opposite vertices of the quadrilateral 
B, C, D, E infinite, and we shall take these to be C and D. In this case, P2 
becomes axiom A9 with A, B, C, D, E, F replaced respectively by B, C, the 
ideal point on BD, the ideal point on B, C, D, and E. 
Case 5. B and D are finite. A, C, and E are infinite. Here A is the ideal 
point on the finite line BD. If P # B is a finite point on the line joining B 
to the infinite point C, then the line BD and the point P determine a plane z- 
whose infinite line contains both A and C and so by Theorem 4.1 also the 
infinite point E. The lines BC and DE are finite lines of z-, but containing 
the different infinite points C and E are not parallel. Thus by Theorem 3.5 
BC and DE intersect in a finite point F. 
If as many as three of B, C, D, E are infinite, then A is also infinite and so 
all of -4, B, C, D, E are infinite. 
Case 6. All of A, B, C, D, E are infinite. 
Choose P as any finite point, and A, , B, , C, finite points different from P 
on respectively PA, PB, PC. Thus AB is the ideal line of the finite plane 
PA,B, , AC of the plane PA,C, and BC of the plane PB,C, . In the plane 
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PA&Z, , the line PD intersects 9J?, in a point D, different from -dl and B, . 
Here D, may be a finite point, but if D, is an infinite point then D, = D. 
Similarly in the plane PAIC, , PE intersects d,C, in a point E1 different 
from 2tl, and C, , and either E1 is finite or E1 = E. In any event DE is the 
infinite line of the plane PD,E, . The lines D,E, and B,C, lie in the plane 
d,B,C, and so intersect in a point F* which may be finite or infinite, and if 
it is infinite it is the unique ideal point on B,C, . Let the point F be defined 
as the (necessarily unique) ideal point on the line PF*. Since F* is on the 
line B,C, , it is a point of the plane PB,C, , and, therefore, F is on BC the 
line of ideal points in this plane. Similarly, F* is on the line D,E, and so is in 
the plane PD,E, . Thus, F is a point of DE, the line of ideal points in this 
plane. Hence, F is the intersection of BC and DE, and so P2 is satisfied in 
this case. 
This last case now shows that in every instance the points and lines of the 
enlarged geometry satisfy the axioms PI, P2, P3 of projective geometry, 
This is the main result of this paper, which we state as a theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Given an afine geometry satisfying axioms ll,..., 410, 
zce ma-y dejine an afine plane T = sr(P, HZ) in term of a line nz and a point P 
not on WE as the set of points on lines PS zohere S is 011 m and also points of the 
line through P parallel to m. If we adjoin an ideal point to each line, adjoining 
tke same ideal point to eack line of a parallel class but to no others, arzd if we 
de$ne ideal lines as the set of ideal points on the lines of a plane Z-, then the 
enlarged geometry is a projective geometry satisfying axioms PI, P2, and P3. 
5. ON THE TRANSITIVITY OF PARALLELISM 
Of the axioms for projective geometry Pl and P3 deal with lines, while P3 
deals with a projective plane. Thus, in a geometry if every set of 3 independent 
points (meaning 3 points not on a line) lies in a projective plane, it follows 
that the axioms are satisfied and the geometry is a projective geometry. Of the 
axioms Al ,..., Al0 for an affine geometry all but A4 deal with linear or 
planar figures. But the axiom A4 which asserts the transitivity of parallelism 
may apply to a three-dimensional configuration consisting of three parallel 
lines which do not lie in a plane, but lie in a three-dimensional space. Hence, 
if every set of four independent points (meaning 4 points not in a planej 
determines an affine 3-space, then all the axioms are satisfied and the geometry 
is an affine geometry. This difference between the affine and projective 
axioms is not an accident. There exists a geometry in which every three 
independent points lie in an affine plane, but it is not an affine space. Thus. 
in particular, A4 is not a consequence of the remaining affine axioms. 
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The construction of this geometry with 81 points was given by the author 
in [3] but a somewhat simpler description will be given here which will be 
sufficient for our purposes. Let B(3, 3) be the Burnside group of exponent 
3 with 3 generators, B(3, 3) = (a, b, c> with y3 = 1 for y E B(3, 3). It is well 
known (see [2], for example) that B(3, 3) h as order 3’ and that an arbitrary 
y E B(3, 3) has a unique expression in commutator form 
y = u’bV(u, b)“(a, c)“(b, c)“(a, b, c)“, 
where the exponents are 0, 1, 2 modula 3 and, as usual, the commutators 
are defined by the rules (x, y) = x+y+cy and (x, y, .z) = (x, y)-l +(x, y)z. 
Along with the identities always satisfied by commutators, in a group of 
exponent 3 certain other identities are satisfied by the commutators. These 
include 
(x-l, Y) = (x, y-l) = (x7 y)-l, 
(x, y, y) = (xc, y, x) = 1, 
(x, y, 2) = ( y, x, zc) = (z, x, y) = ( y, x, x)-l = (x, x, y)-1 = (x, y, x)-l, 
(x, y, .+u = 4% y, 4. 
In the group B(3, 3) = (a, b, c) it is easy to see that any mapping 01 which 
takes a, b, c onto three elements of B(3, 3) which generate the entire group 
can be extended to an automorphism of the group since if y is any expression 
in a, 6, c, y = ~(a, b, c) then y” = zu(a”, 6~) c”) and a relation y3 = 1 is 
mapped onto ( y”)” = 1. In particular n -+ u-l, b + b-1, c + c-l can 
certainly be extended to an automorphism 7 where r2 = 1. 
Let t be an involution satisfying 
t= = 1, tat = u-l, tbt = b-l, tct = c-1. 
Then the group G = (a, b, c, t) contains B(3, 3) = (a, b, c) as a normal 
subgroup of index 2. From the relations above t(u, b)t = (u-l, b-l) = 
(a, b-l)-l = (a, b). Thus, in G(u, b) permutes with t and so also do (a, c) and 
(b, c). In fact it is not difficult to see that the centralizer H of t in G is given 
by H = C,(t) = (t, (a, b), (a, c), (b, c)}. Here, [H : l] = 54 and [G : H] = 81. 
Let us represent G as a permutation group on the 81 cosets of H. Since His 
the centralizer of t, the representation of t fixes H and interchanges the 
remaining 80 cosets in 40 pairs. Taking these 81 cosets as points each of the 
81 conjugates of t, ti , i = l,..., 81 fixes exactly one point and we shall 
number the conjugates so that ti fixes i and moves the remaining 80 points 
in 40 transpositions. Here, t = tl is the only involution in H from which 
it follows that an element x of G takes i into j if and only if s-9,x = ti . 
If ti and tj are conjugates oft, then as B(3, 3) is of index 2 in G, titj E B(3,3) 
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and so (t,t,)a = 1 whence tit& = (tjtitj)-1 = tjtttj . In particular, tjti = l,,fi 
if and only if t, = tj . If i and j are distinct we define a line as the set of 
three points i, j, k where k is determined by tic = titjti = tjtitj . Thus, we 
have a iine through any two distinct points and since t, = tjtktj = t&t, 
and ti = t&,t, = tktit, , any two points on the line uniquely determine the 
third. Here as permutations on 1, 2 ,.,., 81, 
ti = (i)(jk) ,..., t, = (j)(ik) ,..., t, = (k)(c) ,... . 
If r, s, u are a line then we easily check that v, ZD, y are also a line where 
x-9,.x = t, , x-9$x = tf2, x-ltux = t, for an x of G. 
We have now defined a geometry Q with 81 points i where i = 1, 2,..., 81 
and lines i, j, k, where tk = tit& = tjtitj in G. As a permutation group 
on 1, 2,..., 8 1, G is a collineation group, which is to say that G maps lines into 
lines. For each point i there is an involution ti which fixes i and interchanges 
the other two points j and k of any line i, j, k containing i. 
THEOREM 5.1. Jn the geometry Q any three points not on. a lize lie in an 
a@ze plane containing 9 points and 12 lines. 
Proof. We follow [3]. Let 1, 2, 4 be three points not on a line and let 3 
be the third point on the line 1,2,3, and 5 be the third point on 1,4,5, and 6 
be the third point on 2, 4, 6, and also let 7 be the third point on 1, 6, 7. We 
now have the following lines: 
1, 2, 3, 2, 4, 6 
1,4, 5 
1, 6, 7 
and here tl = (1)(2, 3)(4, 5)(6, 7) the maps line 2, 4, 6 into a line 3, 5, 7. 
Hence, the third point of the line containing 2 and 5 cannot be any one 
of l,..., 7 and must be an eight point 8. Now let 9 be the third point of the 
line 1, 8? 9. Here ti = (1)(2, 3)(4, 5)(6,7)(X, 9) maps the line 2, 5, 8 into a line 
3, 4, 9. We now have the following lines: 
1,2,3 2,436 39% 7 
L4,5 2, 5, 8 3,4, 9 
1, 6, 7 
1, 89 
Here, td = (4)(1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 9) maps the line 1,2, 3 into a line 5,6, 9 and, 
in turn, t, maps 5,6,9 into 4, 7, 8. Then 1, = (6)(1,7)(2,4)(5,9) maps the 
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line 1, 4, 5 into the line 2, 7, 9, and t, maps this in turn onto 3, 6, 8. We now 
have the 12 lines 
1,233; 2,496; 3, 5,7; 4,7, 8; 5, 6,% 
174, 5; 2, 5,8; 3,4,% 
1,6,7; 2, 7,g; 3, 6, 8; 
1,&g 
and these form an affine plane which can be coordinatized by the field GF(3). 
In the subgroup (a, t) of G we have n3 = 1, t2 = 1, tat = n-l, so that 
(a-9a)t = a. s imi arly (b-%)t = b, (c+tc)t = c. Hence, the four conjugates 1 
of t: t, a-lta, b&b, c-rtc generate all of G, and in particular all 81 conjugates 
of t. Writing t = tl , u-lta = t, , b-W = t, , and c-9c = t,, , the points 
1,2,4 as above lie in an affine plane with 9 points. IfQ were an affine geometry, 
then adjoining the fourth independent point 10 would yield an affine geometry 
with 27 points and not the geometry Q of 8 1 points. The property of parallel- 
ism is well defined in Q, and, for example, if K is the line 1, 2, 3 in the plane 
above, then the parallel to K through 4 is the line 4, 7, 8. In Q, all the axioms 
hold for an affine geometry except A4, which is the transitivity of parallelism. 
The permutations t, , t, , t, , an d tl,, may be taken as the following: 
t, = (1)(2, 3)(4, 5)(6,7)(8,9)(10, 11)(12, 13)(14, 15)(16, 17)(18, 19) 
(20, 21)(22, 23)(24, 25)(26,27)(28, 29)(30, 31)(32, 33)(34, 35) 
(36, 37)(38, 39)(40-41)(42, 43)(44, 45)(46,47)(48,49)(50, 51) 
(52, 53)(54, 55)(56, 57)(58, 59)(60, 61)(62, 63)(64, 65)(66, 67) 
(68, 69)(70, 71)(72, 73)(74, 75)(76, 77)(78, 79)(80, 81); 
t, = (2)(1, 3)(4, 6)(5, 8)(7, 9)(10, 12)(11, 14)(13, 15)(16, 28)(17, 30) 
(18,44)(19,46)(20, 32)(21, 34)(22,42)(23, 40)(24, 58)(25, 50) 
(26, 36)(27, 38)(29, 31)(33, 35)(37, 39)(41,43)(45, 47)(49, 51) 
(52, 54)(53, 62)(55, 63)(56, 60)(57, 59)(58, 61)(64, 70)(65, 75) 
(66, 73)(67, 69)(68, 72)(71, 74)(76, 80)(77, 78)(79, 81); 
t4 = (4)(1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 9)(7, 8)(10, 16)(11, 18)(12, 32)(13, 49)(14,42) 
(15, 37)(17, 19)(20, 28)(21, 52)(22,44)(23, 54)(24, 56)(25,47) 
(26, 58)(27, 31)(29, 53)(30, 59)(33, 48)(34, 40)(35, 60)(36,43) 
(38, 62)(39, 51)(41, 61)(45, 55)(46, 57)(50, 63)(64, 66)(65, 79) 
(67, 78)(68, 81)(69, 71)(70, 80)(72, 75)(73, 76)(74, 77); 
ho = (lO)(l, 11X2, 12)(3, 15)(4, 16)(5, 19)(6, 20)(7, 23)(8, 24)(9, 27) 
(13, 14)(17, 18)(21, 22)(25, 26)(28, 32)(29, 64)(30, 66)(31, 37) 
(33, 65)(34, 68)(35, 51)(36, 67)(38,40)(39, 70)(41, 71)(42, 72) 
(43, 45)(44,73)(46,48)(47, 74)(49, 75)(50, 69)(52, 76)(53, 59) 
(54, 56)(55, 78)(57, 79)(58, 77)(60, 80)(61, 63)(62, 81). 
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